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Are You Breached?
On average, cybercriminals spend 191 days inside a network
before being discovered*. We help you reduce this dwell time
dramatically by factor of hours or days.

Our compromise
assessment(CA) detects
what your existing
defensive technologies
like EPP, EDR, NGFW, IPS,
Sandboxing etc have
failed to.

Our approach is based
on 'low false negative' by
design unlike existing 
 defensive solutions
where it's based on 'low
false positive' to avoid
noise.

Unlike traditional threat
hunting, we don't rely on
sampled data. Instead we
proactively scan ALL your
endpoints and servers for
our analyst to confirm
breaches.

Detect Those Missed Low False Negative ~100% Coverage

*(Ponemon Institute© Research Report - 2019)



Our Forensic States Analysis (FSA) model uses a proactive compromise assessment,
which is focused on rapid detection of malwares, indicators of compromise, behaviours
of compromise and artefacts of unauthorised activity using a proprietary threat hunting
platform.  After identification of a possible threat, our analysts will make an early
assessment of the threat, risks and scope of the intrusion.  Armed with this information,
we enable organisational leaders to make prompt decisions related to business
continuity and level of effort for a response.

If your stakeholders
were to ask the
question "Are we
breached?", what would
be your answer?
Whatever that answer
be, how do you know
that for certain?

Are your investments in
existing defensive
technologies justified?
Are they doing the job
they are invested for?
Where can you tighten
the existing controls and
improve?

How can you reduce
further investments in
Cyber Security and
instead leverage the
existing? Which
technologies to get rid of
and which one you may
want to acquire?

Are you already
breached?

Your Current
Investment

Your Security
Budget

Who Are Our Compromise Assessment Clients

Region's largest Banks with 2000 to 14000+ Seats

Region's largest retail groups from 2000 to 16000+ Seats

Oil & Gas Companies with 500+ Seats and above

NBFI and Other Verticals

How Do We Conduct It

What Do We Deliver
A detailed report with specifics of the breaches alongside details of how to mitigate
them. Apart from the breaches, the report will also include an inventory of the
applications your environment runs categorised by its legitimacy. We can present the
report to the clients' executive management too.
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